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Discussion today

• Data Science at Dell Services 

• The Readmission Problem

• Proof of concept to develop Advanced Statistical 
Model & Machine Learning algorithms



Banking, financial services, securities and insurance (BFSI) | Healthcare Education | Manufacturing | Retail | Hospitality, 
energy and utilities 

Sales and marketing | Supply chain | Financials | Ecommerce services 

Social media | Product and pricing | Digital Analytics | Omni Channel

1996
Dell began providing enterprise-level business intelligence (BI) and analytics 
solutions — backed by strong, integrated business domain knowledge, 
global delivery and center of excellence teams

Solutions spanning across multiple industries and functions

Dell was chosen as a finalist for the 2013 Franz Edelman 
Award for retail transformation through analytics. 

Dell is a member of and a premier underwriter for the 
International Institute of Analytics.

40+
proprietary solutions across multiple verticals and functional 
areas; Strong partnerships and alliances

500+ 6
patents filed by a talented resource pool of specialists 
with doctorates, master’s degrees and Black Belt 
certifications

business analysts, data scientists, data modelers, web 

analysts technologists and statisticians across the globe, 

focused on delivering insights and business impact 

Featured by

Dell Advanced Analytics & Data Scientists: proven market expertise
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What are Hospital Readmissions?

30-Day Hospital Readmission
A hospital readmission is when a patient 
who had been discharged from a hospital 
is admitted again to that hospital or 
another hospital within 30 days. 

Reasons of Hospital Readmission
1. Patients – Higher propensity to get 

readmission by old age, heart failure, 
diabetes, etc.

2. Hospitals – Incomplete treatment, 
poor quality care, poor transitions, 
poor coordination of services, etc.

3. Others – Social issues, etc.
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Readmissions = 11% hospital stays cost

2011 (USA)
• $387 billion for hospital stays
• $41.3 billion readmission costs
• 8-18% readmission rates
• 3.3 million readmissions

Nationwide 30-day 
readmission rates

Why Hospital Readmissions is One of the Biggest Issues?
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Why Hospital Readmissions is One of the Biggest Issues?

• Community Based Care Transitions
• Started in FY 2011§3026

• AHRQ Center for Quality Improvement and Safety
• AHRQ funding for projects related to QI research and technical 

assistance.  Topics identified include reducing readmissions.
• For Period FY 2011-2014

§3501

• Quality Improvement Program for Hospitals with a High 
Severity Adjusted Readmissions

• March 2012
• Program for eligible to work with Patient Safety Organizations

§399KK

• Hospital Readmissions Reduction Program
• Beginning in FY 2013
• Hospitals with higher than expected readmissions rates will 

experience decreased payments for Medicare discharges
§3025

• Hospital Based Value Purchasing
• Beginning in FY 2013
• Hospitals with poor performance indicators will experience decreased 

payments for Medicare discharges
§1886
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CarrotCarrot

StickStick



Dell 30-Day Hospital Readmission POC

POC

• Develop advanced statistical 
models and machine learning 
algorithms, producing actionable 
insights for hospitals

• Develop a real world Business 
intelligence interface with 
advanced analytical solutions
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• Patients aged 65 years or older
• Heart failure visits from 2012/01 – 2013/04
• 26 pre-selected factors
• Data limitation

Data
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Data

Healthcare 
Utilization

Health 
Condition

Social 
Support

Demographic 
factors

Healthcare 
System
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Dell 30-Day Hospital Readmission Solution

Hospital 
Readmission Data 
Preparation

Feature Selection
Statistical 
Modeling & 
Machine Learning 

Insights & Impact

Analytical 
Software
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SAS and R/Python Integration

Motivation

• Can create hybrid 
data science and 
machine learning 
solutions

• The requests from 
customers, especially 
for small business 
clients

• Don’t want to convert 
the existing R code to 
SAS

• Want to use one or 
more of a large 
number of R/Python 
packages, such as 
packages for 
machine learning

1
Calling R from SAS/IML

• From 2009 (SAS 9.2 or above), it is 
possible to call R from SAS/IML

• Levels of Integration
I. Submit R statement
II. Transfer between SAS and R data 

structures
III. Call an R analysis from IMLPlus
IV. Call R packages and graphics from 

IMLPlus
• The integration isn’t available with all 

SAS installation
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Call R and Python from 
base SAS

• SAS shared a method to call R, 
Python, and other open source 
tools from base SAS in 2015

• Install a Java class, then use SAS 
java object in data step to call R 
and Python scripts

• https://github.com/sassoftware/enli
ghten-integration
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Data Preparation
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Baselines
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Text
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Feature Selection

Used randomized logistic regression to evaluated relevance of features
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Results



 Enabling cost benefit 
analysis of existing 
solutions

 Enabling study of new 
solutions
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Insights – What affects risk?
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Insights – Populations at risk 
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Impact
Predicting readmission risk for new patients 
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Questions?
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